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Introduction

Oka Q15] proved that any domain of holomorphy in Cn is a
Cousin-I domain, that is, a domain in which any additive Cousin's
distribution has a solution. Conversely Cartan pT] had stated
that any Cousin-I domain in C2 is a domain of holomorphy and
Behnke-Stein £2] gave its proof. From Cartan £6] C3- {(0, 0, 0)}
is a Cousin-I domain which is not a domain of holomorphy and
from Thullen [18] C2-{(0, 0)} is not a domain of holomorphy
but a Cousin-II domain, that is, a domain in which any multiple
Cousin's distribution has a solution. These two facts suggest
that Cartan-Behnke-Stein's theorem can not be generalized for
Cousin-I domain in C w (^^3) and for Cousin-II domain in
C"(»^2) directly. The main purpose of the present paper is
to extend Cartan-Behnke-Stein's theorem in the following form:
Let L be an abelian complex Lie group and 31^ be the sheaf
of all germs of holomorphic mappings in L. A domain (D, qf)
over C2 with H^D, 2Ii)=0 is a domain of holomorphy. If D is
a domain in Cn with continuous boundary such that TV-^DftP, ^L)
= 0 for any simply connected and relatively compact polycylinder
P in Cn, D is a domain of holomorphy. Moreover these two
results hold also for L = GL(p, C).
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§ 1. Relation between domains of holomorphy and domains D with
'H'C A 21^=0.
Lemma0 1. Let % be a sheaf of groups over a topological
space X and U be an open covering of X.
Then the canonical
mapping W(U, %}-+W(X, g) is injective.
Proof. Suppose we have two cocycles {/0}, {^J
and suppose that there exist an open covering 33={F fc ;
a cocycle {/J eC°(S3, g) 'and a mapping p\K-+I satisfying the
following conditions :
(1) V f c cEU, for any k^K.
(2) /*-y,oD/i =£,<*> in any V fc f\Vi^> where p(*0=p(W).
(3) p is surjective.
For any z'e/ we shall consider a fixed k^K with p (£)=£. For
any x^Ut there exists /eJf such that #eFze33. We put
If we put

in J7 t nVi, {FJeC°(U,g) is well-defined and satisfies

n

Lemma 20 L^^ L 6^ an abelian complex Lie group and Le
be the connected component of L containing the neutral element
e. Then for a connected complex manifold D the canonical
mapping H X (A 5HiO--»H1(A SI*) is injective.
Proof. Let 11= [Ut ; i"e/} be an open covering of D such that
each Ut<=U is connected. Suppose that a cocycle {/y}e 2^(11, §1^)
is a coboundary of {/,}eC°(U, Slz)We take a fixed z'o^J and a fixed x0^Uio. If we put
in C/4, {/y}eZ1(U,a&) is a coboundary of
If there exists a local biholomorphic mapping 9? of a complex
manifold D in a complex manifold M, (Z), y») is called an open
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set over M. Moreover, if D is a connected complex manifold,
CD, <p) is called a domain over M. Let (-Di»<pO and (D 2 ,<p 2 ) be
open sets over M. A holomorphic mapping \ of Z?x in D2 is
called a mapping of (D l5 ^i) *w (A*, ^2) if <^i = ^2°X. A complex
manifold with vanishing fundamental group is called simply
connected. Let (D, <p) be a domain over M and g be a family
of holomorphic functions on D. A triple (X, A 99), or shortly
a pair (A 99), is called an envelope of holomorphy of (A<p) &0#/i
respect to % if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) X is a mapping of (A 9?) in (A^)(2) For any /eg there exists a holomorphic function /
on D with / = /°X (In this case / is called an analytic continuation of f to (X, A£)).
(3) For any (V, D', <p') satisfying (1) and (2) (such is called
an analytic completion of (A ^>) w;#A respect to g) there exists a
mapping i/r o/ CD', <p') in (D, 5?) such that (i/r, D, $0 is an analytic
completion of (ZX, ep') with respect to the family of all analytic
continuations of functions of g.
Cartan [7] proved the unique existence of such envelope of
holomorphy. Especially if g consists of only one holomorphic
function / on D, the envelope of holomorphy of (D, <p) with
respect to g is called a domain of holomorphy of f. A domain
over M which is a domain of holomorphy of a holomorphic
function on a domain over M is called shortly a domain of
holomorphy. Moreover if g is the family of all holomorphic
functions on D, the envelope of holomorphy of (D, <p) with
respect to g is called shortly the envelope of holomorphy of
09,90Let (D, <p) be a domain over M. A triple (D', q>, X) is
called a covering domain of (D, <p) if the following condition is
satisfied :
X is a mapping of (D', £/) on (D, <p) and for any point x of
D there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that X maps each
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connected component of \~l(U} biholomorphically onto U.
Sometimes we also say that (ZX, X) is a covering domain of
D. A covering domain (JD*, ^>*, X) of (Z), cp) satisfying the following condition is called a universal covering domain of (J9, <p) :
For any covering domain (ZX, ^/, X') of (D, <p) there exists a
mapping p such that (Ds, 9?*, /A) is a covering domain of (D', 0/)The universal covering domain of a domain over M exists
uniquely and a covering domain (£)', <p', X) of (J9, <p) is a universal covering domain of (D, £>) if and only if Df is simply
connected.
Now let (Z>, 0>) be a domain over M and (D*, 9?*, X) be its
universal covering domain. X induces canonically a mapping
X*:H1(A3iO->H1(.D1, 3^) for a complex Lie group L.
is a subgroup of H1^,
we put

Slz) if L is abelian.

For

and use these notations frequently hereafter.
Lemma 3. Let L be a p-dimensional abelian complex Lie
group, (A <p) be a domain over Cn with 'H^D, 2t z )=0 <2^rf (D*,
9?*, X) #£ ^^ universal covering domain of (A ^)- Then for any
(» — 1) -dimensional analytic plane H and for any holomorphic
function u on <p~^(H}, there exists a holomorphic function F on
D* such that F=u°\ in ^|-1(ZT)=X-1(^-1(Zf)).
Proof. From Lemma 2 we may assume that L is connected.
As well known, there exists a homomorphism % of the additive
group Cp on L such that (Cp, %) is a covering domain of L. In
this case the kernel TV of % is a discrete subgroup of Cp isomorphic with the fundamental group of L. There exists a
holomorphic function u' on a neighbouhood V of cp~l(H} such
that M'-K in <p-\H\ If we put W=D-<p~^H^ {F, 17} is an
open covering of D. We consider
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As *IP(D, 31,0=0, from Lemma 1 there exist
and £eH°(ArW),3I z ) such that
0,

in X^CFH^)Since (C*, %) is a covering domain of L, there
exist, respectively, vector- valued holomorphic functions a = (aly
&2,'",&p) and # = (#!, #2> ""> #*) on a simply connected subdomain
of X," 1 (V r r\^) with A = %(0) and fi = %(£).
Since % is a homomorphism, for a suitable choice of # and 6 there holds
(^ocp*)a= (w'oX, 0, .-, 0) + (Zi<xp*^b .
Moreover <2 and b can be analytically continued along any curve
in X-1(F) and X~ 1 (W) respectively. If we denote their analytic
continuations by the same symbols a and b, for any simply
connected subdomain E of X^CFH^O there exists a constant
£(£)<= JV such that
fao^a-tu'oqt,

0, -, 0) + (*i<V)d + (z^XJE)

in £". This means that (£i°<p*)#i can be analytically continued
along any curve in D*. Since D* is simply connected, from the
principle of monodromy this gives a holomorphic function F on
D*. Again from the above equation we have
F=u°\
in t
Proposition 1. Let (D, 95) be a domain over Cz. If
^(D,
3lji)=0 for an abelian complex Lie group L, (D, cp) is a domain
of holomorphy.
Proof. The set E of all points of 3D which is a boundary
point of 9?~1(JHr) for some analytic plane H is dense in 3D.
Since cp~l(H} is holomorphically convex from Behnke-Stein [3],
there exists a holomorphic function ^ on <p~l{H} which is un-
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bounded at x for any boundary point x of ^(U).
From
Lemma 3 there exists a holomorphic function F on D which is
unbounded at boundary points of 3D* over x. Since E is dense
in 3D, each boundary point of D1 has the frontier property in
the sense of Bochner-Martin \JT\. There exists a holomorphic
function G on D* which Is unbounded at each point of 3D*.
Since (D*, <p*) Is a covering domain of the domain (Z)', <p') of
holomorphy of G, (D', <p') is a covering domain of (D, <p).
Making use of Oka [16] or Stein [17] we can prove that a
domain over Cn Is a domain of holomorphy if and only If Its
covering domain is a domain of holomorphy. Hence (D, 0>) Is
a domain of holomorphy.
Corollary to Proposition 1. Let L be a p-dimensional connected abelian complex Lie group, ?r(L) be its fundamental group
and CD, <p) be a domain over C2. Then H^D, 2I £ )=0 if and only
if CD, 9>) is a domain of holomorphy with HSCD, ?r(L))=0.
Proof. If H^Z?, §Ii)=0, (D, 9?) is a domain of holomorphy
from Proposition 1. Since H X (A Op) =H 2 (A OP) =0 In the canonical exact sequence

IPCA OO-IPCA 3!O-H2(A 7r(L))-H2(A Op)
where Op = 2l^? we have H2(D, 7r(L))=0. Conversely if CD, ?0
is a domain of holomorphy with H2(D, ?r(L)) =0, we have
ffCD, 31.0=0 from the above exact sequence.
Making use of Lemma 3 we can prove the following proposition by induction with respect to n similarly to Prosition 1.
Proposition 20 A domain (A 9?) over Cn which satisfies
I 1
H (^~1(JJ), 5IO=0 /or &?ry analytic plane H represented by
H={z;zgi = al,zg.i = az,-',zqil_m = an_m} (2^m^n} is a domain of
holomorphy.
§ 2. Approximation of holomorphic functions
A collection @ ={(/?„, ?O Jfm} is called a monotonously increasing sequence of domains over a complex manifold M if the
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following conditions are satisfied :
(1) Each (Z? n ,0O is a domain over M
(2) Each Tn(ji^m) is a mapping of (Dn><pid in (A»»<zO
with Tr = rfo T ^ for n^m^L
A triple (rn,D, <p), or shortly a pair (Z), <p), is called a /i^mY
0/ @ if the following conditions are satisfied :
(1) CD, 9?) is a domain over M
(2) Each rn is a mapping of (Z?w, <pra) in (Z?, 9?) with
T,, = TOTOT£ for n^m.
(3) If (TV», D'9 99') satisfies (1) and (2), there exists a
mapping ty of (A <p) In (Z)', <p') «;#/& T^ = ^OT?Z for any w.
As we stated in [IF] the limit of @ exists uniquely and has the
following property :
Lemma 4. Let (rn,D,cp) be the limit of a monotonously increasing sequence {(Dn, cpn}; T^} of domains over a complex
manifold M.
Then for any compact set K in D there exist an
integer m and a compact set Kf in Dm such that rm maps K
biholomorphically on K.
Let r be a mapping of a domain (D l5 cp^) over a Stein
manifold S1 in a domain (Z?2, <PZ) over S, (Xi, jDi, ^) and (X2, Z)2, ^2)
be, respectively, the envelopes of holomorphy of GDi,<pO and
(jD 2 ,<p 2 )- As we remarked in [IF], there exists a mapping r of
(.Du^i) in (Ajj^O with ToX 1 = X 2 or.
r is called an analytic
continuation ofr to (\,Di,r1').
We have the following Lemma as we remarked in [11].
Lemma 5. Le^f (rn,D,<p) be a limit of a monotonously increasing sequence {(_Dn, <p w ); T^} of domains over a Stein manifold
S, (X w , Z) n , <£>w) and (X, 5, c/>) ^^, respectively, the envelopes of holomorphy of (Z) n ,9? n ) <2^rf (D,<p)i T™ and rn be, respectively, the
analytic continuations of r^ and rn to (X w , .D^, 9^).
TAew {(^ra,
^») »^m} ^ ^ monotonously increasing sequence of domains over
S and (rn,D,<p) is its limit.
Let r be a mapping of a domain (Di,<pO over a complex
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manifold M in a domain (Z)2,^?2) owr M, (Z?f, ^,Xi) and C^I,
<pf,X 2 ) be, respectively, the universal covering domains of (A>9>i)
and (Aj>9O- Then there exists a mapping rs of (Df,<pf) in
CD*, 9?*) with roX1 = x2oTs. T* is called a mapping of (Df,<pf) in
CDi,9?i) associated to the mapping r. We have the following
Lemma.
Lemma 60 Let (rn,D,<p) be the limit of a monotonously increasing sequence {(Ai> <pw) ; T^} 0/ domains over a complex
mainfold M, CDL £>L Xw) tf^rf (D*, 9?*, X) 66, respectively, the universal covering domains of (Ai>9>n) and (A 00, rU <2?zJ T| £0,
respectively, the mappings of (D*,^*) /» (-Dm»9>IL) ^^^ (D1, <p*)
associated to the mappings T% and rn. Then {(D|, ^>i) ; T^*} «5 <2
monotonously increasing sequence of domains over M and (T|,
D*, 9?ft) Z5 its limit.
Under these preperations we shall give the following
Lemma.
Lemma 7. Let {(Az, ^O> ^m} be a monotonously increasing
sequence of domains over a Stein manifold S and (T,, , A, , £>„)
be its limit. Let {Kn} be a sequence of compact subsets of D
such that KnaKn+1 and D=\JKn.
n=\

Then there exists a subse-

quence {vn} of {1, 2,3, •••} with the following properties :
(1) There exists a compact subset K'n of DVn such that the
restriction rVn\K^ of rvn to Kn is a biholomorphic mapping of Kn
onto Kn.
(2) For any / n eH 0 (A n ,O) and 8n>0 there exists Fn^W
(AO) such that \FnoTvn-fn <sn in K'vn.
Proof . Let (\n,Dn,cpn} and (X, A #0 be, respectively, the
envelopes of holomorphy of (A»,#O and (A^), ?m and ?„ be,
respectively, the analytic continuations of T^ and rn to (\n,D,n,
cpn) and (X, A ^). From Lemma 5 {(A,, 9?,,) ;T£} is the limit of
a monotonously increasing sequence of domains over S and (?„,
jD, (^) is its limit. Since D is holomorphically convex, there
exists a sequence of analytic polycylinders Pn in D such that
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\(Kn) c PndPn+l
for any n^l.
Since (r n ,Z), <p) and (rn, D, 9?) are, respectively,
limits of {(-Dn,9?n) ;TS} and {(A,,^n) ; T£}, from Lemma 4 there
exists a subsequence {vn} of {1, 2, 3, •••} such that rvn and TVn map,
respectively, a compact subset K,l of Dvn and an open subset Pn
of Z)VB onto Kn and P74 and that
r-+1(PO c P;+I , Xn(lQ <= p- •
Now let /„ be any holomorphic function on Dln. Since
(X B ,A B ,0O is the envelope of holomorphy of (Z) VB ,0O, there
exists / n eH°(ZX B , O) such that /^x^ =/„ .
Then

Since Pw is holomorphically convex with respect to D, there
exists F w eH°(AO) such that
in ^f w .

Then Fn = Fn°\ satisfies
\Fn°rVn-fn <8n

in Kn.
§ 3. Limit of cohomoiogy groups

Let (rn,D,cp) be a limit of a monotonously increasing sequence {(A», <pw) >"Tm} of domains over a complex manifold M
and 2Is be the sheaf of all germs of holomorphic mappings in
a complex Lie group L. T™ induces canonically the mapping
Tr^rH'CA*,^)— IPCA,,?^) for ^^m such that ^ = ^0^ for
n^m^L Hence {Rl(Dn, 2I£) ; 7t™} forms an inverse system over
a directed set {1, 2, 3, •••}. Its inverse limit is denoted by lim
H^Z^n, SIZ).
The canonical mappings TT W ; lim H^Z^, 3l£)-^
1
H ^,^) and it : H:(A Sl^-lim H1^, az) are also considered.
If an element a of H^Z?, SI^) is the canonical image of an element
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of B^U, Slz) for an open covering U of ZJ, we say that a = 0.
We say that H 1 (ASI Z )=0 if a = 0 for any aeffCA^). If
aelim H^D^, §IZ) satisfies 7r ra (a)=0 for any w^l, we say that
a = 0. If 7r(a)=0 implies a = 0 for aeHXA SI*), we say that it
is quasi-injective.
If L is abelian and TT is quasi-injective, TT is
injective. Let L be a complex Lie group and La be the connected component of L containing a. For a, b^L the mapping
T defined by r(x)=ba~lx for x^L maps La biholomorphically
onto L5. Hence, if (Cp, %) is a covering domain of L fl , (Cp, %a)
is a covering domain of La for any a^L, where e is the neutral
element of L and % a (z) = ff%(z) for zeCp. If L is a ^-dimensional
abelian or soluble complex Lie group, (Cp, %) is a covering
domain of Le for suitable %.
Lemma 8. Let (Cp, %) 6^ ^ covering manifold of Le for a
complex Lie group L, {(1^,^) ; r^} #£ ^ monotonously increasing
sequence of simply connected domains over a Stein manifold S
and (rn,D,q>) be its limit. Then the canonical mapping H^D,^)
—>lim H^Z),,, 2lz) is quasi-injective.
Proof. In this proof we shall denote a point of Cn by a
gothic type as a and the inverse element of an element a of
the group L by a'1. If we put

for £<EC P , (C*, %a) is a covering domain of La for a^L.
Let
{A",J be a sequence of compact subsets of D such that Kn is
contained in the open kernel of Kn+l and D = \JKn.
n=l

If we apply

Lemma 7 to this {Kn}9 we obtain a subsequence {yj of {1,2, 3,"-}
and a sequence {J£7'J satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) in
Lemma 7. Without loss of generality we may suppose that
vn = n.
There exists e^Cp with %(<e) = 0 for the neutral element e
of L. We consider the Euclidean distance in Cp. Let W be
an open sphere with centre e and semiradius r such that %
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maps Wf biholomorphically onto an after neighbourhood W of
e. We put

JP=z;dist(e, *)<i
^
where a,b^W and X|TP' Is the restriction of % to IF'. For any
£>0 there exists S(£)>0 satisfying the following condition:
6. If a,6eTF satisfy p]| <§(£), ab^W and dist(0,
From Lemma 1 it suffices to prove that /^eB^ll, 2I£) for
an open covering H={C7 i ;te/} of D if {/0°rJ eB^r^CU), 31^) for
w^l.
The condition means that {ftj°Tn} satisfies
f»°Tn = h\ti-Yl

in T»\Udf\T»\Ui)

for a suitable {*»} eC°(r^(?7), SIZ), where
fe/} an open covering of Z)w. If we put

in T^CC/O? /^H^D!, 2-Ii) is well-defined. Since DI is connected,
f\D^)dLai for some ^eL. We put %! = % ai . Since A is
simply connected and (Cp, %x) is a universal covering domain of
L 0l , from the principle of monodromy there exists /^elPCDi,
O13) such that /^X^F1. From Lemma 7 there exists JTe
H 0 (D 5 O P ) such that the image of K'± by the mapping f1^^
HloT^)~l is contained in W and
in Xi.

If we put

and

in r.-'C^i), the coboundary of {g*} eC^r^CU), S(z) is {/y°r2}. If
we put
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in rr'Cf/O^^eH^A,^) is well-defined, the image of K[ by
the mapping g1'* is contained in W and

in K[.
Suppose that there exist [g]} eC^Tf^U), 21,,), {g*} e
OWOl),^),.-- and {#?} eC0^1^), 3k) satisfying the following
conditions :
(1) The coboundary of {g?} is {/y°TB} for n with l^n^m.
(2) If we put

in r^CC/i) for any l^n<l^m, gn'l^H\Dn,^ is well-defined,
the image of ^ by the mapping g-w'w+1 is contained in FF and

in Ki.
If we put

in T^(t/i), /"eH^D^, SI,,) is well-defined. Since Dw is connected,
there exists am^L such that /^(D^cL^. We put %m = % am .
Since J9OT is simply connected and (C*, %OT) is a covering domain
of L am , there exists Fm e H° (Dw, Dp) such that fm = XmoFm. From
the condition (2) of Lemma 7 FOT can be uniformly approximated
in Ki by functions in H°(D, Op) so that the image of K'm by
the mapping fm(Xm°HmoTm)-1 is contained in W and
2

in K!,n.

)

If we put

in T-UC7,), the coboundary of {gf+l} eC^Cr^CU), 2l£) is
).
If we put
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in r^Ct/i), gm'm+1^U°dDm,^ is well-defined and the image of
K'm by the mapping gm>m+l is contained in W and

in K'm. In this way we can construct {^rl^C^-r^Ol), Sic) satisfying the above conditions (1) and (2) inductively for m =
1,2,3,-.
The image of K'n by the mapping gn>m is contained in W,

in K'n for l^n^m and

in K; for n^m. Therefore the subsequence {(%\WYl gn'
m = n,n + l,—} of H\D „,£)*) tends uniformly to
Cfi£-0, Op) in Tr^-i) for n = 2,3,4,-. Since

in r^C^-i) for » = 2, 3, 4, • • - , {^)Wi; m = ^3 « + l, •••} tends uniformly to

in rrX^O.

If we put

in Kn_, for « with U^Kn_^ {/JeC°(U, 21^) is well-defined and
its coboundary is the original cocycle {ftj} eZ^U, 9tz).
The above proof of Lemma 8 gives the following Corollary.
Corollary to Lemma 88 Let (D, 9?) &£ ^ /fmf^ o/ a monotonously increasing sequence {(Z? n ,^ n )} o/ domains over a Stein
manifold.
Then the canonical homomorphism H^D, Op)^
lim H^Z?^, Op) is injective for p^l.
Let (r w ,Z), <p) be a limit of a monotonously increasing
sequence {(Ai, 9> n ),r£} °f domains over M.
Let r* : (ZJ* , ^*) ->
s
ft
1
(D , ^> ) and r^ : (D*, (p*)->(D|l3 9?*,) be, respectively, the mappings
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associated to rn and T£ for l^n^m. Then (rL D*. 9?*) is a limit
of a monotonously increasing sequence {(DL^I)?^*} of domains
over M
T^X^'S induce a canonical mapping ?r* : H^D, Slz)-^
limH'CD*, SIj). Under these notations we have the following
Lemma.
Lemma 9* Let (C*, %) #0 a covering domain of a connected
component of a complex Lie group L, {(A,,^,,),^} be a monotonously increasing sequence of domains over a Stein manifold S
and (rn,D,qf) be its limit. For any
Proof . From Lemma 4 It suffices to prove that any
Z^tt, §lz) for an open covering 11 of D with {/0oT?2oXj
r^CU)),^) O^l) satisfies {/wo\} eB^X-^U), SI£). Since
= XoT* for any ^s

for any n.

As each Z>Sj is simply connected, we have

from Lemma 8.
As a corollary to Lemma 9 we have the following Proposition.
Proposition 3a Let L be an abelian or soluble complex Lie
group, {(Dn,cp^)} be a monotonously increasing sequence of domains over a Stein manifold and (D, <p) be its limit. If D is
simply connected, the canonical mapping EPCD, 3Iz)->lim W(Dn,
21^) is quasi-injective.
% 4. Cousin-I and CousIn-II distributions
Let L be an abelian or soluble complex Lie group and D
be a domain in a Stein manifold S. Let % be a subset of
H^D, 2IZ). For a subdomaln E of D we consider the inclusion
mapping iE : E-^D,
Let (E1*, X^) be the universal covering
domain of E. iE and i^o\s induce canonically mappings
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A^z^H 1 ^,?^) and Xlo/^H^A^-ffCMSlz).
For
ASlj) we put a|E=i*(a) and *(a]E) = X?(iJ(a)). We
consider the set Eg of all subdomains E of D such that *(a|£')=0
for any a^g. Then (Eg, c) forms a partially ordered set.
Let ( £ = { C , ; f e T } be a totally ordered subset of (Eg, c).
We
put

Then C is a subdomain of D.
There exists a sequence
(i^; « = 1, 2, 3, •••} of compact subsets of C such that

Since E is an open covering of a compact set K! and (E, c) is
totally ordered, there exists QeE such that JfxCC^. Suppose
that there exists C , C , •••, CeK such that

Since E is an open covering of a compact set Kn+1 and (K, c)
is totally ordered, there exists C^+ie(£ such that Jfw
Then we have

and

Thus we have proved the existence of {C^ ; » = 1, 2, 3, • • •} c £
such that

Since *(a|C^)=0 for any n and any aeg, we have *(oc|C)=0
for any aeg from Lemma 9. Therefore CeEg and C is an
upper bound of E. From Zorn's Lemma there exists a maximal
element Dg of (Eg, c) which is an upper bound of E.
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A collection (£= {(mi3 LQ ; fe 1} of pairs of an open subset
t/i of D and a meromorphic function ^ in Ut is called a CousinII distribution in D if the following conditions are satisfied :
(1) U={Ui',i^I} is an open covering of D.
(2) jo(e) = {m^71}eZ1(H,0*) where O* = §I GLC1)0 .
Let E be a subdomain of D and (JE1*, X) be the universal covering
domain of E. A meromorphic function M in £"* is called a
multiform solution of E in E if
(w l oX)M- 1 eH°(X- 1 (C/i), 0*)
for any i^L
(£ has a multiform solution in E if and only if
==
(i°(^)l^) 0- P gives a homomorphism of the multiplicative
group of all Cousin-II distributions in D into H^D, O*). Let
g be a set of Cousin-II distributions in D. Let Dg be the set
of all subdomain E1 of D in which any distribution in £§ has a
multiform solution. Then we have (Dg, c) = (£'/0(g)5 c). Hence
we have the following Proposition.
Proposition 40 Let % be a set of Cousin-II distributions in
a domain D in a Stein manifold, D% be the set of all subdomains
E of D in which any distribution in g has a multiform solution
and (£ be a totally ordered subset of (Z?g, c).
Then there exists
a maximal element of (Dg, c) which is an upper bound of £.
Making use of Corollary of Lemma 8 we can also prove the
following Proposition similarly.
Proposition 50 Let % be a set of Cousin-I distributions in a
domain D in a Stein manifold, D% be the set of all subdomains
E of D in which any distribution of g has a solution and E be
a totally ordered subset of (Z)g, c).
Then there exists a maximal element of (Dg, c) which is an upper bound of E.
t

§ 5. Intersection of Cousin's domains
In this paragraph we denote by L a fixed, but arbitrary,
abelian complex Lie group exclusively. A direct product P of
n simply connected domains in a complex plane is called simply
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connected polycylinder In Cn. Of course we have H^P, §IZ)=0.
In this paragraph we shall investigate intersections of domains
D with EPCD, 2IiO = 0 and extend Cartan-Behnke-Stein's theorem.
An open set G in Cn with W(_GP\P, §HjO=0 for any relatively
compact and simply connected polycylinder P in Cn is called
L-regular.
A domain G in Cn is said to be exhausted by L-regular
domains Gp if G/s are L-regular domains in Cn such that
GPCG^i(/> = l,2,3,-) and G = \JGP.
P=I
Lemma 10. Let G be a domain in Cn exhausted by L-regular
domains Gp. Then 'H^G, 91 j) =0. Moreover for any integers
l^m<n, l = sl<sz<-"<sn_m^n and for any complex numbers
cj(j = sl, sz, '-sn_m~) the intersection GP\H of G and H={z = Z i , z 2 ,
• • • , O ; ^ = CjO' = 5 1 ,5 2 s -»,5 B _ T O )} satisfies *Hl(Gr\H, ^z) =0.
Proof. Since Gp is a relatively compact L-regular domain,
we have H^Gp^^^O for any p. From Lemma 9 we have
•IPCG, 81,0=0.
Next we shall prove *W-(G[\H, 2IZ) =0. We may assume
that

There exist £ p >0 and ap>0 such that
, w) ; \zj\<ap, wk\ <£p, (z,
and
and £p

Since G^ is L-regular, we have Hl(Ep, 21^) =0 for any /?„
put

We
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Then Gf\H is the limit of a monotonously increasing sequence of
open sets Hp in H. Let 9S={F s ;seS} be an open covering of
Gf\H.
We put V*t = V,r\H, for seS.
Then Vp={V*;s^S} is
an open covering of Hp.
We put

for seS1.

Then !!„ ={Z7f ; seS}

is an open covering of lv

{/«(*)} be an element of £'(33, 3^).

Let

We put

in U*nU*t*<t>. Then {Fs?} eZ'Ol,, 3ti) = B1(ll,, az) from Lemma
1. There exists .F?eH 0 (?7?, 21^) for any s^S such that

in Upsr\U»*$.

If we put

in Ff for any seS1, then we have

in V*r\V**?<l>.
Therefore the restriction of {fst} in any Hp is a
coboundary of {/?} eC0(33^, 21^) for any ^?. From Lemma 1
f/^oXjeB'CX- 1 ^),^), (G, X) being the universal covering domain of G. Thus we have 'IPCGfijHiaO-O.
From Proposition 2 and Lemma 10 we have
Proposition 6e A domain in Cn exhausted by L-regular domains is a domain of holomorphy.
A boundary point %Q of an open set G in Rn is called a
continuous boundary point of G if there exists a real-valued
continuous function g of variables xl9 xz, "*> %3> "°> %n in a neighbounhood V of #° such that
F}

for some 7.

Moreover if g is continuously differentiate in U,
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#° Is called a smooth boundary point of G. An open set G in
Cp is called pseudoconvex at a boundary point x° of G if there
exists an open neighbourhood U of x° such that Gf~\U is an
open set of holornorphy.
Proposition 70 An L-regular open set G in Cn is pseudoconvex
at a continuous boundary point ZQ of G.
Proof0 We put z° = (Zi, zj, •••,£«). We may assume that there
exists £>0 and a real-valued continuous function g of variables
Zi,z29 -',Zj-i, yj,zj+l9—9zn in a neighbourhood V= [z = (zl9*29 ••-,
!, 2, -,«)} such that
; Xj = g(zl9 zz, ••-, ^_ 1? JJ5 ^+1, •-, ^), ^e F}
for some 7" where Zj = Xj + <\/ — l y j .
and (3) may occur.

Then three cases (1), (2)

(1) GHF= {z ;
For 0^£<1 we put

Then we have
) 7 • I7
}*
k

for 0 < f < l .

y

3 l - ^ l ? ^23
\

. „. 7

y

5 ^ J - l 3 ^j

o
^

y

' **j + ll

.,,

9 '

We put
v

i

C

Let P be a relatively compact and simply connected polycylinder
in Cn. Etf~\P is mapped onto
W ;

by a biholomorphic mapping w = (wlyw2, ••°,wn)=v(.z') defined by
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Since y(Et H-P) Is the intersection of
G and relatively compact and simply connected polycylinders,
we have

Therefore
exhausted
domain of
convex at

Et is an L-regular open set for Ofg£<l. Since EQ is
by L-regular domains {Et;Q<t<I}, E0 = Gr\VQ is a
holomorphy from Proposition 1. Hence G is pseudoz°.

(2) Gf}V= {2 ; xj>g(zi, 22, ••-, zj-i, y3, zJ+i, ••-, *„)» *e ^}In this case the situation is quite similar to the case (1).
(3) Gp\V= {z
Let
l9

z 29 • • - , ^_ 13 ^, ^+1, • • - , xfj, ^e F}

and

From the cases (1) and (2) Gx and G2 are pseudoconvex at ^°.
Hence G[\V=Gi\JGz is pseudoconvex at z°.
Theorem 1. Let L be an abelian complex Lie group.
An
n
L-regular domain D in C with a continuous boundary is a
domain of holomorphy.
Proof0 From Oka Q6] and Proposition 7 D Is a domain of
holomorphy.
Theorem 20 Let L be an abelian complex Lie group and D
be a domain with a smooth boundary in a Stein manifold S. If
W(Dp\P, 2I 7j )=0 for any holomorphically convex subdomain P of
S analytically contractible to each point of it, D is holomorphically convex.
Proofo Let XQ be a boundary point of D. There exists a
biholomorphic mapping T of an open neighbourhood U' of XQ
onto Z'= {2; |Zi|<2, |z 2 <2, • • - , |2n|<2} and r(^ 0 )=0 where n is
the dimension of S. We put
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and D r =r~ 1 (Z). Let Q be any relatively compact and simply
connected polycylinder in Cn. Then each connected component
of QP\Z is relatively compact and simply connected polycylinder
in Cn. From Riemann's mapping theorem QP\Z and T~\Qr\Z}
are relatively compact Stein manifolds analytically contractible
to each point of it. Since

JtrcQ/xt/n^), si£) =H1(T-1(Qn^)HA a*) =0 ,
r(JJ(\D} is L-regular and pseudoconvex at its smooth boundary
point X0 from Proposition 7. Therefore D is pseudoconvex and
is holomorphically convex from Docquier-Grauert PT|.
Lemma 11. For any p^l there exists homomorphism a of
GL(1,C) in GL(/>,C) and /3 of GL(/>,C) in GL(1,C) such that
/8oa «5 /&£ identity of GL(1, C).
Proof. For flreGL(l, C) we define the />-/> matrix #(tf)
by putting

For ^eGL(^, C) we put /3(aO = det(fl).
Then a and /3 are
desired homomorphisms.
Lemma 12. L££ L <7^rf I/ £0 complex Lie groups with the
following properties : There exist homomorphisms a of L in Lr
and /3 of Lf in L such that @oa is the identity of L.
Then the
canonical mapping IPCX, SI^-^H^X, 3IZ.) induced by a is injective for any complex space X.
Proof. Suppose that

in Utr\Uj^ for {/w}, {ft^eZ^n,^) and {/J eC°(U, §1^) where
U = { C / i ; f e / } is an open covering of X Then {/3o/J eC°(U, SIZ)
satisfies
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in

Utr\UjJ=<f>.
From Lemmas 11 and 12 we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 3. For any positive integer p Propositions 1, 2, 6
and 7 Theorems I and 2 are valid if we replace L by GL(J>, C).
§6.

The sheaf 2Ji of all germs of meromorphic functions

In the previous paper CIO] we remarked that H1(Z),2)fl) = 0
for any 1-dimensional Stein manifold D, that is, for any noncompact Riemann surface D where 9Ji is the sheaf of all germs
of meromorphic functions. But we have the following Proposition for a domain in Cn («^2).
Proposition 8. Let D be a domain in Cn («^2). Then
Proof. Suppose that H 1 (U,3Ji)=0. For the sake of brevity
of notations any point of Cn is denoted by x=(z,w9wB,"-,wn').
Then there exist complex numbers a and b with
such that

From Lemma 1 we have W(U, 5K)=0 for the open covering
U=fA,£> 2 } of D. We put

There exists ^eH 0 (A,5K) and wieH°(A,3Ji) such that

in Dlf}DzThe pole surfaces A',Ai and Ai of m',n£ and wi
are, respectively, analytic sets in Dlf\D2,Dl and D2. There
holds
Since AF is irreducible at each point of it, we have
f}D2 or A'dA*r\Dir\Dz. Without loss of generality we may
suppose that A'c^nAnA- Since Ai=A there exists x° =
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There exists S>0 such that

[7= {#=(£, &?, z0 8 , •••, ww) ; \z — a\<$, \w — a2\<8, \w3 — a3\<8,

There exists an integer p^O such that the germ of the pole
surfaces of
at x° does not contain that of {x\z = a} at x°.

We put

The pole surfaces of A and A2 of m and m2 are, respectively,
analytic sets in AHA and Dz satisfying
Let x=(a, bz, b3, •••, £M) be any point of Ur\{x]z = a} with
There exists an integer q'Q>0 such that
log 62 + i(arg
for q^q'0.

<\a-d\2

We put ^ = (a w , b2, ---, *„) (?^«i) for

where the function V1T is defined in {z ; \z — (a — 6) 2 |<|
so that ^ (a — by =a — b. There exists g 0 (>^o) such that
^ 9 el7
for q>q'0.

Then we have

Since A(^.AZ, A2 is an analytic set in D2 and D2 contains
and re, we have #e^4.2. This means that
But this contradicts to the fact that the germ of A2 at XQ does
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not contain that of [x;z = a] at x°. Thus we have proved that
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